EXPERIENCE THE NEW METHOD
SAVE WATER

First in its class for environmental and water conservation efforts.
The Orbot consumes, on average, 10 times less water compared to conventional cleaning methods. A 3-gallon cartridge can clean approximately 1,000 sq.ft on carpet and 4,000 sq.ft on hard floors. Due to the low water consumption, drying times are greatly reduced which prevents slip and falls on hard floors and mold formation on carpet.

SAVE TIME

Accomplishing cleaner floors in half the time.
Proven through research that in an overall area of 95,814 ft², the Orbot accomplished a full level of cleanliness in 958.14 minutes. The Orbot can cover 6,000 square feet per hour – 2 to 3 times faster than traditional cleaning methods.

SAVE MONEY

Saving hundreds of dollars with an easier method.
Research studies show that in cleaning a total floor space of 95,814 ft², the Orbot can complete this in 958.14 minutes covering 6,000 sq.ft per hour, with the labor cost of $10.00 per hour, calculates to a total of $159.69, saving $594.75 (79% savings) from other cleaning methods.

“engineered to conquer any floor type.”
HOT WATER EXTRACTION
Hot water extraction and other similar cleaning machines have multiple issues when cleaning carpet and hard floor surfaces. This process does not remove recurring stains in carpet. When finished, so much water is used that the surface dry times are substantially longer, which can create mold and mildew. The equipment has many limitations that hinder labor, time, and efficiency, due to its initial high cost to purchase, multiple different pieces of the equipment required, and its prolonged setup and teardown times.

CYLINDRICAL BRUSH
Used mainly on tile and grout, the cylindrical brushes and other similar products can be very difficult machinery to control. These machines have a very slow rate of operation, requiring a large amount of chemical to receive a level of cleanliness. Most machines cannot reach or clean deep grout lines.

FLOOR SANDER / POLISHER / STRIPPER
For stripping and refinishing surfaces such as wood and vct, traditional floor sanders are mainly used. Floor sanders and similar stripping/refinishing equipment are typically slow moving creating a long and timely process. These machines require a large amount of chemicals and floor coating resulting in a potential slip and fall hazard as well as strong/dangerous odor in the air.

ROTARY DISC
The rotary disc floor machine plays a huge part in the cleaning industry. Unfortunately, in order to properly operate and achieve optimal effectiveness on surfaces, rotary requires years of experience and is very difficult to master. With the mechanics of most rotary machines, it's operation is very slow, requiring chemicals to achieve cleanliness. Uneven floor contact of the driver plate decreases productivity and leads to many problems such as damaged floor tiles and overgrinding.

By increasing the mechanical cleaning power with the Orbot, other factors of floor cleaning like water, time, chemicals, physical effort and temperature are greatly reduced and in some cases, eliminated. This high-performance system enables the diverse applicability of the Orbot on all different floor types and significantly makes it stand out from its competition.
SPRAYBORG
The Orbot sprayborg is a dual action orbital stand behind floor cleaning machine. It can be used on any floor surface with its quick change pad mechanics making this an all in one machine for your cleaning needs. It is a low moisture carpet extractor, among other things, receiving the Silver Level Certified Carpet and Rug Institute (CRI) approval for deep cleaning of carpet. Being low moisture, the dry times are quick and it saves on water costs. The multiple quick change solution system provides quick, efficient, and increased productivity. The unique features of this machine include the increased ergonomics of the handle and overall operation, the handle folds and the base raises for compact storage, and many more (features listed on page #6).
#HOSOSB17

GRAVITY
The Orbot Gravity is a multi-functional dual-action orbital floor cleaning machine. Unlike its superior predecessor, the Orbot Sprayborg, this machine’s unique benefits are magnified on hard floors while still being able to achieve interim encapsulation carpet cleaning. It can also easily accomplish tile and grout cleaning, deep restoration, stone cleaning, stone polishing, stone grinding, wood cleaning, wood refinishing, and wood sanding all with little to no chemical needed.
#HOSOG17

DETAIL TOOL
The Detail Tool is an attachment easily powered by most commercial vacuums. It’s 10,000 rpm air powered turbine provides aggressive orbital motion. The rectangular head easily gets in corners, reaches under kick spaces, scrubs around fixtures and edges and allows dust to be vacuumed on all sides. It can be used on most hardfloors with stripping and refinishing options.
#HOSODT

MICRO
The Orbot Micro is the easiest orbital dual driver tool to clean stairs and upholstery. It was designed in mind to eliminate operator fatigue and discomfort while cleaning stairs and upholstery. Comes with a 3 ft extension handle for quick carpet spotting jobs. The Orbot Micro also offers the added design of 2 mounting positions for the cushioned extension handle: horizontal and 45 degrees.
#HOSOM

LEVELS (LEGEND)
- PREVENTATIVE (Daily Cleaning)
- INTERIM (Monthly / Light Cleaning)
- RESTORATIVE (Yearly / Deep Cleaning)
**ORBITAL TECHNOLOGY**

*Orbital technology is the secret behind the unique cleaning effect of the ORBOT.*

The meticulous engineering of the Orbot incorporates our patented drive system that combines two mechanical motions in one, orbital and rotational. This unique design provides a powerful form of vibration that generates an increased level of agitation, which is the principal factor for delivering superior results in all professional cleaning, scrubbing, grinding, stripping, and polishing applications.

---

*The Orbot generates thousand of orbits that clean around each carpet fiber 28 times per second.*

The Orbot generates thousands of small ¼" orbits that spin at 1725 revolutions per minute while also rotating 360 degrees around the motor shaft at 80 rpm. This dual action makes cleaning faster, easier and safer than with traditional cleaning equipment.
THE ORBOT METHOD
BEFORE & AFTER SHOTS
“one machine, any floor, more efficient.”

The Sprayborg’s carpet cleaning system is certified by the Carpet & Rug Institute (CRI) as a method for deep cleaning carpets. The Orbot Sprayborg is the first and only “woven pad” machine to receive this certification from the CRI!

“I have been working in the industry for just going on 30 years and never have I seen a machine do what yours does.”

- Deven D. Eastridge,
  Wixe Sanitary Supply.
  Denver, Colorado
SPRAYBORG

The SprayBorg is our premium multi-surface cleaning and restoration machine. Our patented drive system produces 2 independent movements, thousands of \( \frac{3}{4} \)" micro circles moving at 1725 RPM in addition to the entire driver rotating at 80 RPM. These actions create the most agitation of any floor cleaning method to date. Our technology transfers this energy towards the floor in the form of vibration, essentially shaking loose the bond that attaches dirt to the floor surface.

CRI CERTIFIED CARPET CLEANING SYSTEM
Orbital Technology
Each contact point makes 3/8" diameter orbital movements at 1725 rotations per minute. Carpet fibers are surrounded and agitated from all angles and lifted.

Environ HP
Our exclusive, eco-friendly “Encapsulation” water-based cleaning solution contains a specific polymer. Dirt particles in carpets are entrapped and can be removed very easily.

SuperZorb Pads
These highly absorbent cotton-polyester blend pads were specifically designed to complement the orbital technology behind the Orbot. They thoroughly remove moisture, soil, and lift carpet pile allowing faster dry times.

Quick Change Cartridge System
The Orbot utilizes a unique quick change solution cartridge system. Three cartridges are supplied with the machine and are designed to quickly slide into the holder. Each 3-gallon cartridge can clean approximately 1,000 sq.ft on carpet and 4,000 sq.ft on hard floors. Built in anti-vibration technology eliminates noise and vibration transferring to the user. Proper use of the Quick Change System can reduce refill times by 15 minutes per hour.

COMPACT & LIGHT WEIGHT W/ ADJUSTABLE FRAME
111lbs. and can fold down to a compact 30” height.

FREE FLOATING BASE
Provides 100% contact on floors.

BUMPER, STAND & FLIP HANDLE
Lifetime durability. Base flips up for quick and easy pad changing and easy storage.

10" (25CM) WHEELS
Jumbo 10" chemical resistant, non-marking wheels.

ERGONOMIC HAND GRIPS
Hands can be rested comfortably, preventing fatigue and increasing productivity.

HIGH-GLOSS POWDER COATED FINISH
Improved corrosion protection and long term durability.

MADE IN THE USA
Orbot is made industry tough in the USA.

90 PSI PUMP
With solution and pump priming control lever.

MOTOR
Powerful 1HP universal 110V/60 Hz. – 220V/50 Hz. motor generates 1725 oscillations per minute.

QUICK CONNECT CORD
Easily remove and attach power cord. Features a power light indicator

ON/OFF & SPRAY SWITCHES
Lever-free, easy touch control

VELCRO DRIVER PLATE SYSTEM (VDP)
Remove/replace within seconds if it ever gets worn out.

3-GALLON BOTTLE CARTRIDGE
Quick change bottle that saves time and labor.

SPRAY JETS
Adjustable spray jets reduce water, chemical and labor
Combines our Orbital Technology with a gravity-fed system to easily clean, strip, grind, hone and polish virtually any hard floor surface. Low maintenance, easy to use and reduces labor costs.

“any hard floor surface.”
The Orbot Gravity is a unique and versatile floor cleaning machine. Differing from rotary single disc models, the Gravity offers our patented drive system that combines two mechanical movements in one - orbital and rotational; proving its results on all hard floor surfaces.

Unlike its superior predecessor, the Orbot Sprayborg, this machine’s unique benefits are magnified on hard floors while still being able to achieve interim encapsulation carpet cleaning. It can also easily accomplish tile and grout cleaning, deep restoration, stone cleaning, stone polishing, stone grinding, wood cleaning, wood refinishing, and wood sanding all with little to no chemical needed.

In combination with it’s easy change pad system, the Gravity can still achieve great results at an interim carpet cleaning level, making it the ideal multi-surface floor machine for monthly / light cleaning.

Featuring it’s own built in solution tank, this machine’s unique gravity-fed system allows the solution usage to be easily controlled while distributing solution directly on the back of the pad. Combining the solution filled pad with our free floating base provides 100% contact on floors, producing some of the cleanest floors in the industry.
The Orbot Detail is the perfect complement to our primary Orbot machines. Because of its lightweight design and small rectangular head, the Orbot Detail tool can reach into tight places and corners. Designed to be used in conjunction with a vacuum system, the Orbot detail doesn’t require an electric motor which allows the unit itself to weigh less than 5lbs.

To create the orbital motion, a small but efficient air powered turbine is utilized. When connected to a vacuum, air is pulled through all 4 channel openings at the head of the unit which then powers the turbine to spin and rotate, creating the orbital motion.

The 4 channel openings are designed to effectively capture 99% of debris particles while the included extension pole can telescope to a length of six feet to access harder to reach areas. Because the Orbot Detail Tool can be used with a standard shopvac, a wet or dry extraction method can be used with the unit.

The Orbot Detail tool has an exclusive, full line of pads and accessories that can be attached to tackle almost any surface type.

HOOK AND LOOP PAD SYSTEM
Equipped with a hook and loop pad system for quick changing of pads for different floor types while maintaining security of each pad during use.

GROUNDING STRIP
Due to static electricity that could build up from normal use in dry conditions, this grounding strip is installed at the factory before shipping.

EXTENDABLE POLE
Twist and lock feature allows the pole to be shortened or lengthened to reach any distance needed.

VACUUM HOSE ADAPTER
A soft black 11/2” vinyl hose adapter is provided for connecting the tool to a wet/dry vacuum. The adapter is equipped with left handed treads for connecting to a 11/2” diameter hose.

LUBRICATING OIL
Specially designed lubricating oil that will not attack plastic surfaces. It will evaporate and not create buildup on the high-speed turbine.

EASY ACCESS OIL HOLE
Created for easy oiling access to keep the machine functioning properly and effectively.

ADJUSTABLE POWER HEAD
Allows the power head to rock at different angles as needed to clean corners and difficult spots.

HAND ADAPTER
With the hand adapter, the power head may be removed from the extension pole and used as a hand tool for tight locations where the pole may be cumbersome, ie. halls or closets.
The Orbot Micro is the easiest orbital dual driver tool to clean stairs and upholstery. Weighing in at only 6.5 pounds, it was designed in mind to eliminate operator fatigue and discomfort while cleaning stairs and upholstery. Equipped with dual orbital drivers to allow for more coverage and increased efficiency, it’s innovative design eliminates heat build-up that can cause visible burns, gouges, and swirls.

Comes with a 3 foot extension handle for quick carpet spotting jobs and those hard to reach areas. The dual position handle offers the added design of two mounting positions to allow for horizontal and 45 degree orientations for the cushioned extension handle.

The Orbot Micro has an exclusive, full line of pads and accessories that can be attached to tackle almost any surface type.

COMPACT AND LIGHT WEIGHT
Weighs in at only 6.5 lbs.

DUAL DRIVER
Dual orbital drivers allow for more coverage and increased efficiency.

ON/ OFF SWITCH
Lever-free, easy touch control

ERGONOMIC HANDLE
Easy to grip handle designed to resist user fatigue

EXTENSION HANDLE
3 foot extension for quick carpet and floor jobs

DUAL POSITION HANDLE MOUNTING
2 mounting positions to allow for horizontal or 45 degree orientations

ALUMINUM ALLOY CASE
Precision machined and made of die cast aluminum alloy for long term durability.

MADE IN THE USA
Orbot is made industry tough in the USA. It’s unique, sophisticated design is virtually maintenance-free so you don’t have to worry, just keep cleaning.

MOTOR
Orbot Micro has a 1/3 horsepower alternating current, semi-enclosed 24-bar commutator that generates 3000 oscillations per minute.

VELCRO DRIVER PLATE SYSTEM (VDP)
Velcro driver plates can be removed and replaced within seconds if it ever gets worn out.

FULL ACCESSORY LINE
Accessories designed exclusively for the Orbot Micro to tackle almost any surface type.
The most familiar process for cleaning carpets is the hot water extraction / steam cleaning method. This method is usually associated with deep restorative cleaning. Unfortunately, it is also associated with a laborious process that involves excessive amounts of water with long drying times.

“The Orbot Method uses up to 95% less water than traditional carpet cleaning methods”

With a significant reduction in water usage, drying times are also reduced exponentially. Carpets can be dry in less than an hour which means cleaned areas can be reopened to foot traffic sooner and customer spaces can be accessible earlier.

The Orbot carpet method is a three part system which combines Environ HP (page 13), our orbital drive technology along with our Orbot SuperZorb pads. Environ HP is our special formula encapsulation product. Our SuperZorb pads are a unique blend of cotton and polyester specifically manufactured to work with our orbital drive system and Environ HP.

The Orbot method when used in conjunction with our Orbot Sprayborg Machine is silver level certified by the Carpet and Rug Institute.
Enviro HP is our exclusive green encapsulation cleaner that assists in making the Orbot carpet method complete. When you combine Enviro HP, our orbital drive technology along with our Orbot SuperZorb pads; you will attain tremendous soil extraction, fast dry times, no reoccurring stains, and a healthier environment for homes and commercial settings. Enviro HP is formulated to have a high polymer content and low proportion of hydrogen peroxide. The higher polymer content allows dirt particles to be completely encapsulated while a lower hydrogen peroxide percentage allows the product to be safe but also effective in eliminating mold bacteria and other contaminants.

Most dry soil in a commercial or residential carpet can be readily removed by routine dry vacuuming. Oily and sticky soils on the other hand, attract and hold dry soil to the carpet fibers resulting in a dull, gray, and unattractive appearance. Effectively removing these soil particles from the carpet fibers requires the right amount agitation.

“Orbot orbital drive technology produces the right amount of agitation to effectively remove carpet soil particles”

The orbital drive of the Orbot generates hundreds of small oscillations that spin at roughly 1725 revolutions per minute. This orbital drive pattern allows for all sides of the carpet fibers to be agitated and therefore all of the soil is effectively removed from the carpet fiber. To ensure that the agitated soil will not stick to the carpet fiber again, a Polymer is needed to trap and encapsulate these soil particles. Enviro HP contains a polymer that traps the soil into distinct crystals when dried. These unique polymer crystals help eliminate wicking and reoccurring stains. They also enable the soil particles to be extracted through post-vacuuming, keeping carpets cleaner, longer.
Porous tile along with filthy grout lines can be difficult and tedious to clean with the wrong tools.

“The Orbot Method combines the right tools to clean tile and grout fast and effectively.”

By combining our Orbot machines with the Orbot Multipurpose Brush, tile and grout can be cleaned without the excessive use of water and harsh chemicals. The secret behind the system is the unique design that incorporates bristles of varying lengths and diameters. Shorter, thicker bristles allow the brush to clean the top surface, while longer, thinner bristles can reach into deeper areas and pores. Angled bristles located around the outer edge allow the brush to get into harder to reach areas.

Used in conjunction with one of our orbital machines, the combination of the brush, the Orbot weight kit and our orbital drive technology results in unparalleled cleaning power.

ACCESSORIES FOR TILE & GROUT:

MULTI-PURPOSE SCRUB BRUSH
Developed to complement our orbital mechanics, it’s thin nylon bristles reach into small pores and crevices while long and angled outside bristles allow for cleaning along edges and obstacles.

#HOSOTGB (SPRAYBORG)
#HOSOGTGB17 (GRAVITY)

40 LB WEIGHT KIT
Designed for use on all hard floor applications. It allows the operator to choose the right amount of weight needed to clean, scrub, strip, polish, sand, hone, and maintain any hard floor type.

#HOSO40WK

MACHINES FOR TILE & GROUT:

*Sprayborg requires a Hard Floor Driver (see pg.25) for all hard floor applications.
Concrete is durable and versatile, making it a popular material for both interior and exterior flooring surfaces. Although it is a very hard material, it is also very porous so it must be cleaned regularly to prevent mold and dirt buildup. Typically, concrete can be cleaned with the use of harsh chemicals or by pressuring washing.

“The Orbot Method uses no harsh chemicals and very little water.”

With the use of an Orbot machine, an Orbot weight kit and our concrete brush, heavy soil can be removed from porous concrete. The mechanical action of the Orbot allows the concrete brush to work more effectively with less water while the hardened brush bristles work aggressively without the use of harsh chemicals.

ACCESSORIES FOR CONCRETE:

CONCRETE BRUSH
Our concrete brush is designed for outside concrete and other rough surfaces. It is great for cleaning walkways with minimal water.

#HOSO CB (SPRAYBORG)
#HOSOGCB17 (GRAVITY)

40 LB WEIGHT KIT
Designed for use on all hard floor applications. It allows the operator to choose the right amount of weight needed to clean, scrub, strip, polish, sand, hone, and maintain any hard floor type.

#HOSO 40WK

MACHINES FOR CONCRETE:

*Sprayborg requires a Hard Floor Driver (see pg.25) for all hard floor applications.
Our newly redesigned StoneFlash pads are part of a six step system for grinding, honing, and polishing marble, terrazzo, travertine, limestone, and more!

Complete Restoration Kit
Revive those worn-out looking floors with the StoneFlash Complete Restoration Kit. Includes Steps 1 through 6.

Preventative Maintenance Package
If you have floors that are in good condition, but have minor scratches or need a gloss boost, we recommend our preventative maintenance package. Includes StoneFlash Steps 3-6.

“The Orbot Method grinds, hones and polishes stone floors with water only.”

With the use of an Orbot Machine, and Orbot weight kit and the StoneFlash Pad System stone floor restoration has never been easier.

ACCESSORIES FOR STONE:

STONFLASH PAD - STEP 1
StoneFlash replacement pad for the removal of severe scratches in stone floors.
#HOSSFP1-17

STONFLASH PAD - STEP 2
StoneFlash replacement pad for the removal of light scratches in stone floors.
#HOSSFP2-17

STONFLASH PAD - STEP 3
StoneFlash replacement pad for a honed stone finish in stone floors.
#HOSSFP3-17

STONFLASH PAD - STEP 4
StoneFlash replacement pad for polish preparation in stone floors.
#HOSSFP4-17

STONFLASH PAD - STEP 5
StoneFlash replacement pad for polish preparation in stone floors.
#HOSSFP4-17

STONFLASH PAD - STEP 6
Replacement pad for an extra high-gloss polish and daily maintenance.
#HOSSFP6-17
While a beautiful and natural shine can be achieved with our Orbot machines, a little water and our StoneFlash pad system, we also offer a small group of unique polishing products to be used on marble and other calcareous stone.

**STONE CANDY**

**ACCESSORIES FOR STONE:**

**STONEFLASH FOAM DRIVER**
Foam driver for StoneFlash Pad Step 1 and heaving grinding pads. Special foam density and design made for precise grinding.
#HOSFFD-17

**40 LB WEIGHT KIT**
Designed for use on all hard floor applications. It allows the operator to choose the right amount of weight needed to clean, scrub, strip, polish, sand, hone, and maintain any hard floor type.
#HOSO40WK

**HIGH-GLOSS POLISHING CRYSTALLIZER**
Specially formulated to work on many (calcium-based) floors such as terrazzo and marble. Through the crystallization process a new protective gloss layer is formed that adds a mirror like polish that is also breathable and wear resistant.
#HOSASP17

**MARBLE & TERRAZZO POLISHING POWDER**
Specially formulated to work on many (calcium-based) floors such as terrazzo and marble. Our traditional polishing powder which can be used as a final polish or as a maintenance polish.
#HOSASP17

**AGICLEAN PAD**
This pad is used to work the Stone Candy solution into stone floors.
#HOSACP19

**MACHINES FOR STONE:**

*Sprayborg requires a Hard Floor Driver (see pg.25) for all hard floor applications.*
Our Orbot machines are ideal for cleaning, sanding, scrubbing, and waxing wood floors or decking. The free floating head on both the SprayBorg and Gravity eliminate swirl marks and gouges that other traditional machines leave behind. The Orbot’s orbital actions allows for perfection and ease when it comes to maintaining wood floors fast and effectively.

Solution flow can be easily controlled with our low-moisture system, making it easier to clean moisture sensitive floors without damage. Since no chemicals are needed, it is possible to remove and renew only the upper contaminated layers, saving a lot of time, labor and expense. With our AkwaStrip pads, an average of 1-2 coatings can be removed with every pass. For regular care and maintenance, see our SuperZorb pads.

ACCESSORIES FOR WOOD:

**AWKWASTRIP PAD**
The revolutionary AkwaStrip pad can strip wax off of wood, VCT and vinyl floors without using any harsh chemicals, just water!
#HOSASP17

**SUPERZORB PAD**
Our exclusive, highly absorbent cotton-polyester blend pads are specifically designed for the Orbot. Thoroughly remove moisture, soil, and lift carpet pile allowing faster dry times.
#HOSSZP21

**40 LB WEIGHT KIT**
Designed for use on all hard floor applications. It allows the operator to choose the right amount of weight needed to clean, scrub, strip, polish, sand, hone, and maintain any hard floor type.
#HOSO40WK

MACHINES FOR TILE & GROUT:

*Sprayborg requires a Hard Floor Driver (see pg.25) for all hard floor applications.*
Stripping and maintaining VCT and vinyl floors usually requires the use of harsh chemical stripping agents!

“The Orbot Method uses no harsh chemicals and very little water.”

With the use of an Orbot Machine, an Orbot weight kit and an Orbot AkwaStrip Pad, floor finish can be removed by simply using water. The mechanical action of the Orbot and the free floating driver head eliminates swirl marks and gouges that other traditional machines leave behind. The benefits of this method include: the reduction of slip and fall accidents, up to 70% less water usage, no user exposure to harsh stripping chemicals, no chemical cleanup around baseboards or nearby areas.

ACCESSORIES FOR VCT / LINOLEUM:

**AWKWASTRIP PAD**
The revolutionary AkwaStrip pad can strip wax off of wood, VCT and vinyl floors without using any harsh chemicals, just water! #HOSASP17

**SUPERZORB PAD**
Our exclusive, highly absorbent cotton-polyester blend pads are specifically designed for the Orbot. Thoroughly remove moisture, soil, and lift carpet pile allowing faster dry times. #HOSSZP21

**40 LB WEIGHT KIT**
Designed for use on all hard floor applications. It allows the operator to choose the right amount of weight needed to clean, scrub, strip, polish, sand, hone, and maintain any hard floor type. #HOSO40WK

*Sprayborg requires a Hard Floor Driver (see pg.25) for all hard floor applications.*
POWER MOP

By combining the power and technology of our Orbot machines with our specially designed Orbot SuperZorb pads you can effectively “mop” any surface faster and easier than any other system.

“Mop any surface faster and easier than any other system.”

The traditional mop and bucket is cumbersome and labor intensive. Other systems that claim to achieve better results have yet to be proven. The Orbot Method uses a proven technology along with a highly absorbent pad to achieve superior mopping results. With the quick change to the SuperZorb pad our Orbot machines can change from a powerful cleaning/scrubbing/stripping machine to a fast and efficient mopping system.

ACCESSORIES FOR POWER MOPPING:

SUPERZORB PAD
Our exclusive, highly absorbent cotton-polyester blend pads are specifically designed for the Orbot. Thoroughly remove moisture, soil, and lift carpet pile allowing faster dry times.
#HOSSZP21

40 LB WEIGHT KIT
Designed for use on all hard floor applications. It allows the operator to choose the right amount of weight needed to clean, scrub, strip, polish, sand, hone, and maintain any hard floor type.
#HOSO40WK

MACHINES FOR POWER MOPPING:

*Sprayborg requires a Hard Floor Driver (see pg.25) for all hard floor applications.
Specialized micro porous flooring can be difficult to clean by traditional means. Deeply penetrated dirt and grease in specialized ceramic, composite and porcelain flooring can be problematic.

The Orbot method is one of the only systems that can actually pull the dirt from porous floors. Using our specialized open-cell melamine pad, the orbital drive motion of our Orbot machines when combined with the melamine pad create a suction effect that lift away grease and dirt while simultaneously scrubbing away surface stains and stubborn black marks. With the majority of situations only requiring the use of water only.

**ACCESSORIES FOR SPECIALTY FLOORS:**

**MELAMINE PAD**
Our specialized open-cell melamine pad creates a suction effect that lifts away grease and dirt while simultaneously scrubbing away surface dirt and stains and stubborn black marks on porous floors. 
#HOSMP17

**SUPERZORB PAD**
Our exclusive, highly absorbent cotton-polyester blend pads are specifically designed for the Orbot. Thoroughly remove moisture, soil, and lift carpet pile allowing faster dry times.
#HOSSZP21

**MULTIPURPOSE SCRUB BRUSH**
Developed to complement our orbital mechanics, its thin nylon bristles reach into small pores and crevices while long and angled outside bristles allow for cleaning along edges and obstacles.
#HOSOTGB (SPRAYBORG)
#HOSOTGB17 (GRAVITY)

**40 LB WEIGHT KIT**
Designed for use on all hard floor applications. It allows the operator to choose the right amount of weight needed to clean, scrub, strip, polish, sand, hone, and maintain any hard floor type.
#HOSO40WK

**MACHINES FOR SPECIALTY FLOORS:**

*Sprayborg requires a Hard Floor Driver (see pg.25) for all hard floor applications.*
AGICLEAN PAD
This pad is used to pre-agitate carpet fibers. They are superior in liberating hard to remove soil from residential and commercial carpets.
#HOSACP19

AWKWASTRIP PAD
The revolutionary AkwaStrip pad can strip wax off of wood, VCT and vinyl floors without using any harsh chemicals, just water!
#HOSASP17

MELAMINE PAD (SPRAYBORG)
Our specialized open-cell melamine pad creates a suction effect that lifts away grease and dirt while simultaneously scrubbing away surface dirt and stains and stubborn black marks on porous floors.
#HOSMP17

STONEFLASH PAD - STEP 1
StoneFlash replacement pad for the removal of severe scratches in stone floors.
#HOSSFP1-17

STONEFLASH PAD - STEP 2
StoneFlash replacement pad for the removal of light scratches in stone floors.
#HOSSFP2-17

STONEFLASH PAD - STEP 3
StoneFlash replacement pad for a honed stone finish in stone floors.
#HOSSFP3-17

STONEFLASH PAD - STEP 4
StoneFlash replacement pad for polish preparation in stone floors.
#HOSSFP4-17

STONEFLASH PAD - STEP 5
StoneFlash replacement pad for polish preparation in stone floors.
#HOSSFP4-17
CATALOG

FULL-SIZED PADS:

STONEFLASH PAD - STEP 6
Replacement pad for an extra high-gloss polish and daily maintenance.
#HOSSFP6-17

SUPERZORB PAD
Our exclusive, highly absorbent cotton-polyester blend pads are specifically designed for the Orbot. Thoroughly remove moisture, soil, and lift carpet pile allowing faster dry times.
#HOSSZP21

FULL-SIZED BRUSHES:

CONCRETE BRUSH
Our concrete brush is designed for outside concrete and other rough surfaces. It is great for cleaning walkways with minimal water.
#HOOSCB (SPRAYBORG)
#HOOSGCB17 (GRAVITY)

MULTIPURPOSE SCRUB BRUSH
Developed to complement our orbital mechanics, it’s thin nylon bristles reach into small pores and crevices while long and angled outside bristles allow for cleaning along edges and obstacles.
#HOSOTGB (SPRAYBORG)
#HOSOGTGB17 (GRAVITY)

FULL-SIZED DRIVERS:

CARPET DRIVER (SPRAYBORG)
Fastens to the bottom of the Orbot Sprayborg base with four countersink screws. Suitable for all carpet applications.
#3040

GRAVITY DRIVER (GRAVITY)
Fastens to the bottom of the Orbot Gravity base with four countersink screws.
#788817

HARD FLOOR DRIVER (SPRAYBORG)
Fastens to the bottom of the Orbot Sprayborg base with four countersink screws. Suitable for all hard floor applications.
#HOSOHFDK
FULL-SIZED DRIVERS:

STONEFLASH FOAM DRIVER
Foam driver for StoneFlash Pad Step 1 and heavy grinding pads. Special foam density and design made for precise grinding.
#HOSFFD-17

CARPET VELCRO DRIVER PLATE (SPRAYBORG)
VDP designed for all carpet applications. Fastens to the bottom of the driver with the velcro side facing towards the floor. This unique velcro system is what makes the pads stick to the driver.
#HOSOSVDPP2

HARD FLOOR VELCRO DRIVER PLATE (SPRAYBORG)
VDP designed for all hard floor applications. Fastens to the bottom of the driver with the velcro side facing towards the floor. This unique velcro system is what makes the pads stick to the driver.
#HOSOVDP17

OTHER ACCESSORIES:

3-GALLON BOTTLE CARTRIDGE (SPRAYBORG)
Designed to work with the Orbot Sprayborg System and allow for easy removal and replacement. Each 3-gallon cartridge can clean approximately 1,000 sq.ft on carpet and 4,000 sq.ft on hard floors.
#HOSOSBBC

GLIDER SET
Attach these to the center of the pad with the velcro side up to help in cleaning fragile carpets. The white glider is specifically designed for medium to high-pile residential carpet while the black glider is solely used for both low-pile residential and commercial carpet.
#HOSGS

40 LB WEIGHT KIT
Designed for use on all hard floor applications. It allows the operator to choose the right amount of weight needed to clean, scrub, strip, polish, sand, hone, and maintain any hard floor type.
#HOSO40WK
MICRO VELCRO DRIVER PLATES
VDP specifically designed for the Orbot Micro. This unique velcro system is what makes the pads stick to the driver.
#HOSOMSZDP

MICRO AKWASTRIP PADS
The revolutionary AkwaStrip pad can strip wax off of wood, VCT and vinyl floors without using any harsh chemicals, just water! Specifically designed for the Orbot Micro.
#HOSOMASP

MICRO SUPERZORB PADS
Our exclusive, highly absorbent cotton-polyester blend pads specifically designed for the Orbot Micro. Thoroughly remove moisture, soil, and lift carpet pile allowing faster dry times.
#HOSOMSZP

MICRO AQUA BRUSH
This Soft Carpet Brush is ideal for commercial stairs and carpet. Featuring medium crimped bristles for a gentle yet thorough cleaning, each brush kneads and vibrates loose any soil or debris.
#HOSOMAB

MICRO BLACK BRUSH
This stiff scrub brush is our most aggressive brush and provides exceptional scrubbing power on tough surfaces. Ideal for cleaning tile and grout, stone floors, and truck bed liners.
#HOSOMBB

MICRO GRAY BRUSH
This ultra soft upholstery brush is ideal for delicate surfaces. Each bristle is “flagged”, a technique that splits ends into multiple fine tips. Safe to use on headliners, leather, and other more fragile upholstery, and natural fiber fine carpets.
#HOSOMGB

MICRO WHITE BRUSH
This standard carpet brush is our must-have brush. Designed for more vigorous cleaning, it is recommended for floor pads and more durable carpets. It is stiffer and less giving, but more heavy duty when compared to the Aqua Brush.
#HOSOMWB
ENVIRON HP
Our exclusive eco-friendly “encapsulation” water-based cleaning solution contains a specific polymer. Dirt Particles in carpets are entrapped and can be removed very easily.
#HOSEHP4G

HIGH-GLOSS POLISHING CRYSTALLIZER
Through the crystallization process a new protective gloss layer is formed that adds a mirror-like polish that is also breathable and wear resistant.
#HOSASP17

MARBLE & TERRAZZO POLISHING POWDER
Our traditional polishing powder which can be used as a final polish or as a maintenance polish.
#HOSASP17

MACHINES:

ORBOT SPRAYBORG
One machine, any floor, more efficient! The Orbot Sprayborg is our premium multi-surface cleaning and restoration machine.
#HOSOSB17

ORBOT GRAVITY
The Orbot Gravity combines our Orbital Technology with a gravity-fed system to easily clean, strip, grind, hone and polish virtually any hard floor surface.
#HOSOG17

ORBOT DETAIL TOOL
Designed to be used in conjunction with a vacuum system, the Orbot Detail Tool is the perfect complement to our primary Orbot machines.
#HOSODT

ORBOT MICRO
The easiest, most compact orbital dual driver tool to clean stairs and upholstery, weighing in at only 6.5 pounds!
#HOSOM
# ACCESSORY GUIDE

DETERMINE THE AVERAGE USAGE OF ORBOT ACCESSORIES ON VARIOUS FLOORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Floor Type</th>
<th>Accessory</th>
<th>Carpet</th>
<th>Stone</th>
<th>Tile &amp; Grout</th>
<th>Wood</th>
<th>Laminate</th>
<th>Porcelain, Tiles &amp; Safety Flooring</th>
<th>Textured Rubber</th>
<th>Smooth Concrete</th>
<th>Rough Concrete / Asphalt</th>
<th>PVC/VCT &amp; Linoleum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td></td>
<td>100 washings 30,000 sq.ft (2800 m²)</td>
<td>Power Mopping 500-800 sq.ft (45-75 m²)</td>
<td>Power Mopping 500-800 sq.ft (45-75 m²)</td>
<td>Power Mopping 500-800 sq.ft (45-75 m²)</td>
<td>Power Mopping 500-800 sq.ft (45-75 m²)</td>
<td>Power Mopping 500-800 sq.ft (45-75 m²)</td>
<td>Power Mopping 500-800 sq.ft (45-75 m²)</td>
<td>Power Mopping 500-800 sq.ft (45-75 m²)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SuperZorb Pad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; Grout</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,000 sq.ft (280 m²)</td>
<td>Diluted at 2oz/gal = 20,000 sq.ft (15ml/L = 1860 m²)</td>
<td>2,500 - 5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>AgiClean Pad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>Environ Cleaning Solution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>AkwaStrip Pad</td>
<td>2,500 - 5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>StoneFlash Pads</td>
<td>Per Pad 5,000 sq.ft (460 m²)</td>
<td></td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>Malamnine</td>
<td>Up to 2000 sq.ft (190 m²)</td>
<td>Up to 2000 sq.ft (190 m²)</td>
<td>Up to 2000 sq.ft (190 m²)</td>
<td>Up to 2000 sq.ft (190 m²)</td>
<td>Up to 2000 sq.ft (190 m²)</td>
<td>Up to 2000 sq.ft (190 m²)</td>
<td>Up to 2000 sq.ft (190 m²)</td>
<td>Up to 2000 sq.ft (190 m²)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>Brush</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>Concrete Brush</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>Carpet Velcro Driver Plate</td>
<td>200+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>Hard Floor Velcro Driver Plate</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td>300+ hrs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>White Glider</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>Black Glider</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td>400+ hrs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>Weight Kit</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>Diamond Puck</td>
<td>Up to 2000 sq.ft (190 m²)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,500 - 5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td>2,500-5,000 sq.ft (230-460 m²)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory</td>
<td>Stone Candy Crystallizer</td>
<td>Up to 5,000 sq.ft (460 m²)</td>
<td></td>
<td>100 washings 30,000 sq.ft (2800 m²)</td>
<td>100 washings 30,000 sq.ft (2800 m²)</td>
<td>100 washings 30,000 sq.ft (2800 m²)</td>
<td>100 washings 30,000 sq.ft (2800 m²)</td>
<td>100 washings 30,000 sq.ft (2800 m²)</td>
<td>100 washings 30,000 sq.ft (2800 m²)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The average values can vary depending on floor type & condition, grade of soil, needed care, and operator experience*